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Learn JavaScript with p5.js: Coding for Visual LearnersApress, 2018

	Learn coding from scratch in a highly engaging and visual manner using the vastly popular JavaScript with the programming library p5.js. The skills you will acquire from this book are highly transferable to a myriad of industries and can be used towards building web applications, programmable robots, or generative art. 
...
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Electronic Design Automation of Analog ICs combining Gradient Models with Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2013

	This book applies to the scientific area of electronic design automation (EDA) and addresses the automatic sizing of analog integrated circuits (ICs). Particularly, this book presents an approach to enhance a state-of-the-art layout-aware circuit-level optimizer (GENOM-POF), by embedding statistical knowledge from an automatically generated...
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The Equal Curriculum: The Student and Educator Guide to LGBTQ HealthSpringer, 2019

	
		This first-of-its-kind textbook marks a revolutionary effort to reform medical education nationally by providing a comprehensive, high-quality resource to serve as a foundation for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) health education across multiple disciplines. Addressing the decades-long unequal weight of...
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Street Art and Democracy in Latin America (Studies of the Americas)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book explores street art’s contributions to democracy in Latin America through a comparative study of five cities: Bogota (Colombia), São Paulo (Brazil), Valparaiso (Chile), Oaxaca (Mexico) and Havana (Cuba). The author argues that when artists invade public space for the sake of disseminating rage, claims or statements, they...
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Quantum Strangeness: Wrestling with Bell's Theorem and the Ultimate Nature of Reality (The MIT Press)MIT Press, 2019

	A physicist's efforts to understand the enigma that is quantum mechanics.
	
		Quantum mechanics is one of the glories of our age. The theory lies at the heart of modern society. Quantum mechanics is one of our most valuable forecasters—a “great predictor.” It has immeasurably altered our conception of the...
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Show Me You Care - The Power of Silence in SellingTarget Point Ltd, 2021

	
		The Power of Silence is immense.

	
		Nothing establishes a closer connection or works better than silence and active listening. There is raw power to listening, hearing, and getting out of the way. When we let a buyer tell us what they want, vs. what we think they may need, long-lasting relationships are built. Silence and...
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Developing Scalable Series 40 Applications : A Guide for Java Developers (Nokia Mobile Developer)Addison Wesley, 2004
The First Official End-To-End  Solutions Guide for Every Nokia Series 40 Developer

Nokia's Series 40 Developer Platform gives Java developers  access to the world's highest-volume, fastest-growing, and most exciting mobile  markets. Nokia sells close to 100 million units...
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One Who Is Not Busy, The: Connecting with Work in a Deeply Satisfying WayGibbs Smith, 2004
The Problem of Busyness I agreed to write this book almost a year ago. Gibbs Smith and I had met during a five-day workshop on the topic of time and busyness at Tassajara Hot Springs, a Zen Buddhist retreat center in Big Sur. I co-facilitated the workshop, "The One Who Is Not Busy," with Basya Petnick and Rabbi Helen Cohn. Gibbs was quite...
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The Mac mini GuidebookPeachpit Press, 2005
This book was written entirely in Microsoft Word 2004 for Macintosh on a Mac mini and, occasionally, a PowerBook G4. Judy did her editing in Word 2000 for Windows, and we successfully passed the files back and forth many times. The production team at Peachpit Press works mostly on Macs.

Other software used in the preparation of this book...
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A Carrot a Day: A Daily Dose of Recognition for Your EmployeesGibbs Smith, 2004
From the bestselling authors of The 24-Carrot Manager comes a manager's handbook on motivating employees through praise and recognition.   Employees fed a steady diet of carrots focus better on company goals. They spot new opportunities faster. They have longer employment life spans (translation: lower turnover). And they can lift companies higher...
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Group Cognition: Computer Support for Building Collaborative Knowledge (Acting with Technology)MIT Press, 2006
The promise of globally networked computers to usher in a new age of universal
learning and sharing of human knowledge remains a distant dream; the software and
social practices needed have yet to be conceived, designed, and adopted. To support
online collaboration, our technology and culture have to be reconfigured to meet a...
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Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Workflow: The Digital Photographer's Guide (Tim Grey Guides)Sybex, 2007
Get the most out of Lightroom with Tim Grey as your guide by reducing the time and effort you spend storing, selecting, and editing your digital images. Adobe’s new Lightroom software, together with this practical guide, explains everything from importing and cataloguing to processing and archiving. Whether you’re a professional...
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